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 DRIVING FLEET SAVINGS WITH  

 TRUSTED  
PRODUCTS



DRIVING FLEET SAVINGS WITH A FULL  
LINEUP OF TRUSTED PRODUCTS 
Having the right products is an important part of any fleet’s  
Total Solution. Goodyear® offers a wide selection of innovative 
tires that feature advanced technologies to help fleets of any size 
and application reduce their operating costs.

Trusted Products 



COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

Trusted Products 

LONG HAUL
Goodyear long haul tires featuring Fuel Max® Technology help improve miles per gallon for 

saving fuel and extend miles to removal to help your fleet go the distance. 

REGIONAL/URBAN
Goodyear regional/urban tires feature advanced technologies to help deliver more miles,  

reduce fuel consumption and more. 

MIXED SERVICE
Goodyear mixed service tires feature advanced technologies like DuraSeal Technology®  

to help reduce downtime while delivering toughness for on-road and off-road performance.



INNOVATIONS TO HELP YOUR COMMERCIAL  
FLEET SAVE MONEY AND REDUCE DOWNTIME

DURASEAL TECHNOLOGY ®

It’s an innovation that helps keep trucks rolling 

and helps reduce downtime and costly repairs. 

HOW IT WORKS* 

• A puncture occurs in the tread area 

•  The built-in sealant creates a seal around the 

object or fills the void when it’s removed  

•  The tire maintains its air pressure and  

remains in service 

 *Seals up to ¼" diameter punctures in the repairable area of the tread. Does not seal sidewall punctures.

Trusted Products 

FUEL MAX ® TECHNOLOGY 
Goodyear® tires with Fuel Max Technology can help fleets save money on one of their 

largest operating costs – fuel. Featuring innovative fuel-saving compounds, tire 

constructions and tread designs, Fuel Max tires help reduce rolling resistance in  

every wheel position. 

This bumper-to-bumper solution helps fleets go farther for less while offering long tread 

life. Plus, fleets can continue to enjoy the money-saving benefits of Fuel Max tires with 

matching retreads for a repeat premium tire performance. 



Trusted Products 

RETREADS
With premium UniCircle retreads or matching precure retreads, fleets are offered the  

money-saving benefits of Fuel Max and DuraSeal tires at a fraction of an original tire cost. 

Goodyear’s retread process and control system give you confidence that no matter which 

Goodyear Network Dealer you visit, you will have access to high-quality retreads backed 

by a nationwide limited warranty.

UNICIRCLE ® RETREADS 
Goodyear can help extend the life cycle of tires with innovative, spliceless UniCircle 

retreads. Installed with no cutting, UniCircle retreads are uniform and balanced and  

help fleets get more miles to removal and reduced fuel costs.  



Trusted Products 

LARGE HAULAGE
Goodyear® radial haulage truck tires offer the toughness and efficiency to help keep your 

equipment operating at capacity on tough terrain. 

UNDERGROUND MINING
Goodyear offers a variety of specially constructed radial and bias mining tires featuring  

high-strength casings, tough tread compounds and more. 

INDUSTRIAL HANDLING & PORT
Goodyear’s selection of industrial handling/port tires offers outstanding strength,  

resistance to cuts and snags, and long tread life to help enhance efficiency. 

CONSTRUCTION AND QUARRY
Goodyear’s wide range of construction and quarry tires offers resistance to cuts,  

snags and punctures, enhanced treadwear, superb retreadability and more.

For information on trusted Goodyear Off-The-Road tires, visit goodyearOTR.com.

OFF-THE-ROAD (OTR) APPLICATIONS 



INNOVATIONS TO HELP IMPROVE  
THE EFFICIENCY OF YOUR OTR FLEET

Trusted Products 

CYCLEMAX TREAD COMPOUND
Goodyear CycleMax Tread Compound promotes cool running  

so haul trucks and other vehicles can run faster and longer.

HI-STABILITY CARCASS TECHNOLOGY
 The enhanced sidewall stiffness found in Goodyear Hi-Stability  

Carcass Technology helps enhance lateral stability while giving  

operators extra confidence and comfort.

PERMAFOAM ® TECHNOLOGY
 A non-pneumatic technology designed for underground mining, 

Goodyear Permafoam provides enhanced load-carrying capacity  

while helping to promote a more comfortable ride.
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See how Goodyear® can help you lower your fleet’s operating costs. 

 goodyeartrucktires.com

goodyearOTR.com 


